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Recently a new model of gravity involving propagating torsion was proposed 
by A. Saa [1 ]-[5]. In this model a specialtype of Einstein-Cartan geometry is 
considered in which the usual volume element A d4 x is replaced with new 
one: e-30 A d4 x - covariantly constant with respect to the transposed affine 
connection ,;T, hence the name transposed-equi-affine theory of gravity [6]. As 
a result the torsion vector Sa = Sat/' turns to be potential: Sa ~ 80 0, 0 being 
its scalar potential 1• ' 

Because of the exponential factor e-30 in the volume element Saa's model 
has a very important feature: it leads to a consistent application of the minimal 
coupling principle both in the actiori principle and in the equations of motion 
for all matt,er fields. These equations are of autoparallel type and may be 
derived via the standard action principle for a nonstandard action integral: 

A A A 1 / ,. -30 r-::.d4 1 / ,. -30 r-;;d4 
tot = G + MF = ~ J..-G e V -g X + ~ J..-MF e y-g x, (1) 

where La = - ;: R is the lagrangian of the geometrical fields: the metric 9a{3, 
and ,the torsion Sa() "I, R being the Cartan scalar curvature, C being the speed 
of light, and LMF is the usual lagrangian of the corresponding matter fields:' 
scalar fields,<f>(x), spinor fields ip(x), electromagnetic fields Aa(x), Yang-Mills 
fields A 0 (x), e.t.c. . ' : , 

But this property not held for the equations of motion of classical particles 
and fluids which turn to be of geodesic type [6]. Most probably this inconsis
tency leads to the negative result obtained in [8]: Saa's model is inconsistent 
with the basic solar system gravitational experiments. · · 

Then having in mind to preserve the good features of Saa's model and in 
the same time somehow to avoid this problem we are forced to try some further 
modifications of the model. The simplest one is to use the Saa's modification 
of the volume element only in the action integrals like (1) and the usual volume. 
element in all other physical, or geometrical formulae [6]. This leads to the 
action for a classical spinles particle in a form: 

A.;.= -me f e-30ds (2) 

where m is the rest mass oft.he particl~ and ds = /9af3dx 0 dxf3 is the usual 
four-dimensional interval. The corresponding action mtegral for spinless fluid 
(See for details [6]) is: 

Ai,=~ f Cµ e...:30 v-gd4x = -~ J (µc 2 + µIT) e-30 F9d4x, (3) 

µ( x) being fluid's density, II being the elastic potential energy of the fluid. 

1 We use the Schou ten's normalization conventions (7) which differs from the original ones 
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'· This• situation calls for a new curious interpretation of the torsion poten
tial 0 as a. quantity-which describes. the· space-time variations of the Planck 
"constant"· acco~ding to the law · · 

., 

n(x) =;: nooe30(x),. . (4) 

n00 being tlie Pl~nck constan~ in -;1acuum far from matter. , · 
Indeed, according to the first principles we actually need lagrangians and 

action integrals.to write down the quantum transition_ amplitude in a form of 
Feynman path integraJ.on the histories of all fields and particles. In the variant 
of.the.theory .under consideration.it has _the form.:, 

. IV (9ofJ(:r):$~/Y( x),'_¢( :i:), 1/!( x.rAo( x)) 1\o( x), ... ,; x( t ); .. ) 

! , ~xp (n~ (/ ¢4~e.,..30(x)(La + LMF:) --::, me I e-
30ds)).. ! (5) 

Now it is obvious that the very Planck constant n may be included in the 
fador e30(xl, but more impo~ta~t i~ th~ ~bse'rvatio~ th~t w~ must do. this, 
b'ec~use ·t_he presence ~f'this uniform f~ctor in 'the formula (5) means that we 
actually intr~diice··a local Planck,; cdristant;' ·at each point of-'the space-:time. 
Irideed, if the.geometric field E>(x)°c'ha~ges ~lowly 111 a cosmic'scales, then•in 
the framework of the small domain of the laboratory we wiil 'see an· effective 
"c~nstarlt": )i(f) ~ n;,,e3 l:>(x, .. b~rat~r,i) ~· cons,t-=. n. . . . · . •. , . • 

. fo p~ese~~e· of'sp'inle1is 'matter only' an Binst"ein-Cartari ·geometfy with ;erili~ 
symmet:ii2 torsion tensor 80 {] -r-= S'[0 'tJ1 appears_ an'd the followi'rig equations for 
geometrical fields are obtaim~d. ·· · · · " · · ·· ' · · · · · • ' ' · · 

K, . • 

'Gµv +'v µ 'v;,0 ::1.-g;,.~□ 0 == 2 ((c + p)UµUv _:pg;,.~) ·· 
: . ·. . .. , , C . , . 211:, ... 

'v'6S" = □0 = --'-(c + 3p) 
. . .· .. . c2 . 

i (6) 

where Gµv is Einstein tensor with respect to the affine connection V µ., K being 
the Einstein gravitational constant, c, p and Uµ are the energy density, pres
sure and four velocity of the relativist\c perfect fluid [6]. Using the standard 
variational principle for the action (3) one can obtain the equations of motion 
for the perfect .(l.uid: . . . . . . , , .. 

. . . -~ - ( {J ·p) . . , , . . (c + p)u '7 pUo -_ O.a -:--, UoY, ? pp+ :F;o (7) 

where 
._. Fo = -2(c + ~) (c5~ - u~uP) VfJ0 

. ' . 
is the torsion force, as defined in [6]. · 

l;'his nonzero value.of the ,tor;,ion f9rce ,shows. tha_t in the. present• modyl ';Vi th 
variable Planck "constant" (VPC model) the ma_tter equations of motion' are 

2-

...... 

,f' 
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not of autoparallel, nor of geodesic type in contrast to all equations for matter 
fields \\"hich are of autoparallel type·. This inconsistency of the model is not 
enough to reject it immediately as far as the very requirement for all dynamical 
equations in theory to be of the same type is not founded on a well established 
principle, nevertheless it seems to be necessary for validity of the corresponding 
genPraliiation of the equivalence principle in spaces with torsion [9]. 

The ,nain purpose of this letter is to investigate the consistencv of the 
VPC model with basic solar-system e~perimental facts. To do this ·\\"e have 
to consider _the motion of a test particle in presence of a metric and torsion 
fields. The standard variation of the action (2) yields the equations of motion 
we need, but it's more convenient to investigate directly the corresponding 
IIamilton-Ja.coby equation: 2 

/W '.l ',' :Cl (,' ( -3€-)) g fJ1,~ u,,,_ = I/I.CC • (8) 

Th<:> conform transformatio·n gµv -+ 9 µv= e-60 g1,,, yields the effective metric 

9
1
,,, a.nd the following form of the equation (8) 

,.,µti 

9 0µ5'8v5' = m2c
2 (9} 

which is well known from general relativity. Tims \\'e may considei· the motion 

of a test particles precisely as in general relativity working with the metric Y,,,,. 
Therefore the simplest way to compare the predictions of the VPC model with 
the experimental facts is to consider post-Newtonian expansion of the metric 

9
1
cv in vacuum in vicinity of a star like the Sun. 
' The asymptotically flat, static and spherically symmetric general solution of 

the equations ( 6) for geometric fields in vacuum is known [11}. [ 12J. In isotropic 
coordinates it's given by a two-para111etcr - (r0 ,k) family of solutions 

(

1 _ ~);{kr ( _ .2)· 2 (]_!:JI.). ;;n;y(3k-I) . ds2 = --'.· (cdt) 2 ...:. 1 - 10
. __ r (dr2 + i·2d!12

) (10) 
1 + !.n. r 2 l + !:a. ' r ,. . . k 

0 = -1/(11) 
•) . 

where p(k) = ✓3 (k-' ½)2 + ¼- In the VPC mod<:>! uirder consickrati~n the 

whole geometry (metric and torsion) ca.uses a gravitational force ( of pure gC'o
metrical nature). The parameter k presents the ratio of the torsion part of this 
force and its metric part. In the case when k = 0 we have the u'sual torsionic•ss 
Schwarzshild'~ solution and r9 = •fro is the standard gravit.at.io11al radius. 

·From cqua.tions (11) we obtain the effective metric _q1, 1, and lhC' l'ffectiv<' 

four-interval 

2 ([-!:l!.)ik)(l-3k) . ( ,-2)2()-!:l!.)~ d s = --'.· (cdt) 2 - I - ~ --•· (dr
2 + r2d!i2). ( 12) 

1 + '.l!. r 2 I + !.n. r . 1· 
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The asymptotic expansion of the metric in (12) at r ➔ oo gives 

·d-~2~ ( _ 4ro(l -3k) 8r6(1-3k)
2

) (. d )2 _ (l ~) (t·2 2_ ir12) ( :') 
. S~ 1, p(k)r + p(k)2r2 _ct +p(k)r c1 +r<H .l1 

In the asymptotic r~~ion r ➔ oo we must have Newtonian gravity. Conse
quently the mass "seen" by the test particl~s is 

· M-2r0 (1-3k) 
- p(k) . (14) 

I 

Therefore we may represent the effective four0 interval in the asymptotic forin 

.2 ( : 2M 2M
2

) 2· ( 1 2M) (. 2 2 2) ds::::: 1--+-· (cdt) - l+--k- dr+rdS1. (15) 
· r r 1-3 r 

From the above expression it immediately follows that two of post-Newtonian 

parameters corresponding to the effective metric 9µ.v are 
• • 1 ' 
/3= 1, 1= 

1 
~ 

3
k. (16) 

As it's well l:nown, solar system gravitational experiments set tight constrains 
on post-Newtonian parameters [14]:· 

IP -1 I< 1 * 10~3
, ,~ -1 I< 2 * 10-3

_ (17) 

Therefore; to 'avoid contradictions with the basic experimental facts we ·mu'st 
have 

. 1 :._ 3k <,2 ~· ~o-3. I 
3k , . , 

: (18) 

In' order to Spf,cify the theoreticaUy possible values of k- we must investigate a 
model of a st~r. As a si~plest basic model :.Ve may consid~r ,i' static sphe~ically 
symmetrjc star. P1,1tting the metric ip 'th_e.standard.form 

,, I l,: f • : i . ·; \l ) ' 

ds2 = e"(cdt) 2 '- e>:,dr2 ~ r2(d02 + sin2 (0)dip2) 

. we obtain from the general field equations (6), (7) the following complete system 
of ordinary differential equations for the star's fluid equilibrium 

· ., ·· · · .. 2 -· · .. -(~e, >.'). · ,- .- - · · . · . 
· ·f+-(+ - - (.-3Sr(=,-(c:+·3p)e-' 

• , . , r. .. ,. 2 . . . .. ,.· . . 

_ s·; -t ~5'~ + (2
f ;,\') Sr - 3S; ~ -(c:'+ 3p)e-' . 

' e-' - ( 1 + ;(2( - ,\')) = -·3rSr + 2(c: + 2p)r•\i-' 

I >.' 2 >.' S'' 3 / S' 5'2 ( ) .\ e - -( + e - - = 3 ·~-A, r + 3 r - 2 c + 2p e 2 · : r r · 2 · ,· 
P1 = -(€ + p)(( - 35'r) 

4 
p = p(c:) (19) 

. J· 
\,1 

0 ,, 

where ( = ½v' , Sr = 0', p = p(c:) is the matter state equatioii, c:, and p:are 
the energy density and the pressure. The prime denotes differentiation with 
respect to r. 

The regular at the center of the star (r = 0) solution corresponds to the 
initial c~nditions [13]: , 

((0) =;== 0, Sr(0) = 0 .. 

As we see the first two equations of the system (19) coincide. Then by virtue 
of the same initial conditions for ( and Sr we obtain equal solutions ( = Sr. 
Hence, in VPC model the only possible value of the parameter k is k =;= 1. 
This means that in this model the torsion part of gravitational force equals to 
the metric one in magnitude. As a consequence it is impossible to fulfill the 
c011clition ( 18). Moreover, if r0 > 0 the value k = 1 leads to a negative mass of 
the star (See equation (14)). 

This result shows that the· interpretation_ of the Saa's model as a theory 
with variable Planck's constant is inconsistent with the well known solar system 
gravitational experiments. · 
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<l>H3HeB rr., 513a;:J;)l(lleB C. E2-98-220 
3KcnepHMeHTbl B Co1rnetJHOU CHCTeMe H HHrepnpenmm1 MOJ(eJrn Caa 
rpaBHTfillllll C pacnpocTpaJI.S!IOIUHMC.ll KpyqeHHeM 
KaK TeoplUI c nepeMeHHou «KOHCTaJITou» ITnanKa 

IToKaJaHo, 'ITO npe.l(nO)l(eHHa.H He.l(aBHO HHTepnpeTaUIUI MO.l(enll Caa rpaBHTailHH 
C pacnpocTpfill.HIOIUHMC.ll KpyqeHHeM KaK TeoplUI C nepeMeHHOU «KOHCTaHTOU» 
ITnaJIKa HeCOBMeCTHMa C OCHOBHblMH rpaBHTailHOHHblMH 3KcnepHMCHTaMH 

B Conuequou CHCTeMe. 

Pa6oTa Bbmonueua B Jla6oparop00 TeoperntJecKou <pHJHKH HM. H.H.6oromo-
6osa 0115111. 

IlpenpHHT Om,e11uHeHHOro HHCTmyra l!llepHLIX HCCJie/lOBaHHii . .Ily6ua, 1998 
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